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Introduction
This chapter provides a quick introduction to the background of the Flexible Emobility Reference Architecture
(FERA) and its Information Objects as described in this document. First a high-level overview of the ECISS
project is provided and then tasks 1.1 ‘architecture definition’ and 1.2 ‘information objects’ are described in
more detail.

The ECISS project
The FERA is deliverable 1.1 from the Emobility Communication & Information System Structure (ECISS) project.
A project targeted at developing and supporting energy innovations that advance rapid transition towards a
sustainable, reliable and affordable energy system in the built environment and infrastructure.
ECISS is a Dutch project (also financed by the TKI Urban Energy) with international interests, and to this end
engages in exchange with the evRoaming4EU project, through which stakeholders from the Netherlands,
Germany, Denmark and Austria have joined forces to accelerate progress towards a transparent international
roaming service. ECISS includes the representatives from
•
•
•
•

•

TNO, the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research, oversees the development of the
architecture and research into further standardization.
Greenflux, oversees the development of new functionalities such as Smart Charging, and the
exploration and assessment of new developments.
Allego, oversees specifications for price transparency and price structure.
Eneco eMobility and Jedlix who provide input and expertise through their respective roles as supplier
and Mobility Service Provider and aggregator (energy price alignment, energy availability, and energy
demand).
NKL, the Netherlands Knowledge Platform for Public Charging Infrastructure, oversees reference
implementation, project management activities, and activities surrounding the engagement of
stakeholders and end users.

The ECISS project uses information and communication technology to enable different stakeholders to work
together in providing eMobility services. Before describing the need for a reference architecture, the
stakeholder interests and the need for transparent and uniform exchange of information will be discussed
briefly.

Stakeholder interests
The ECISS project brings together the interests of different types of stakeholders that are (in)directly related to
the complex charging market, like for example:
•
•
•
•

Charging Station Operators (CSOs) that are responsible for the technical and administrative
management of charge points;
eMobility Service Providers (MSP) that supply contracts to consumers for EV-related services
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) that design, build and (sometimes) manage electric
vehicles.
Distribution System Operators (DSOs) that design, operate and maintain the MV/LV power grid.

All these stakeholders do not necessarily share the same interests or standpoints. However, the actions of
each stakeholders do influence other stakeholders and they all need to work together in order to provide a
charging infrastructure and market that operates in harmony with the power grid. The introduction and
extension of new and high-quality services requires them to work together and thus it is important for them to
be able to communicate data and/or information with each other. Examples are:
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•

Roaming Service. A service that shows the need for communicating data and/or information is the
‘Roaming Service’. It is not possible drive a standard electric vehicle between all geographical locations
Europe using only one CSO. A driver (also known as ‘user’) must be able to ‘roam’ from one CSO to
another. A Roaming Service allows an EV user to access all public charge points, irrespective of their
choice of Mobility Service Provider. This service requires development in the areas of scalability
support and continued revenue model development, both within and outside the EV sector –with
respect to support for smart charging, price transparency, security, and privacy.

•

Flexibility Service. A service to the energy system / market, which allows for offering flexibility in
supply and demand of electricity. By delaying charging or other means or restricting the amount of
power being supplied, it is possible to reduce the demand for electricity at a charging location, which
also known as ‘demand peak shaving’. Also, it is possible to increase demand by – for example allowing more EVs to charge at the same time. Using Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology, EVs might even
be used in increase the supply of electricity to the grid. The greater the number of EVs, the greater
their potential as power storage units. Flexibility in supply and demand is valuable as several
renewable sources of electricity (solar, wind) do not generate the same amount of electricity
continuously, neither can they be modulated easily. This service requires development in the area of
inter domain (Energy and eMobility) communication.

Transparent and uniform information exchange
The exchange of information between actors / stakeholders needs to be transparent for multiple reasons. First
of all, modern users want to have more information about charging locations and sessions. For example, they
want to have information on the location and availability of the nearest charge points, instead of driving
around and hoping to find one based on luck. Another example is the need for knowing more about the pricing
of charging sessions. Users may want to know what service provider contributes what costs to the total price.
Secondly, in order to cater for an open level playing field for commercial actors on the energy and mobility
market, it should be possible for parties to offer services throughout the eMobility ecosystem. This requires
that interfaces and protocols need to be open, instead of obscured by incumbent operators that would thus
define and close off the market. It also requires making the exchange of information explicit and thus the
interaction between different (systems of) actors is an important part of the FERA.
By making the exchange of information more uniform, parties in the eMobility ecosystem as a whole can focus
on eMobility service provisioning, instead of dealing with all the variety in information exchange between
DSOs, Charging Station Operators, eMobility Service Providers, etc. The Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI)
standard offers the ability to arrive at a uniform way of exchange of information between actors in the
eMobility domain. This standard is evolving as the market and business models are becoming clearer.
Important aspects in the development of this standard are privacy and data security, due to new legislation
and regulations with respect to the collection, storage and retrieval of data. This is why OCPI plays an
important part in the reference architecture.

ECISS Task 1.1 Architecture definition
The FERA is a result of the work carried out in task 1.1 of the ECISS project. In the following sections the
rationale for ‘yet another’ architecture and the requirements to the reference architecture will be discussed.

Rationale
In order to successfully introduce new or enhance existing services the eMobility ecosystem, actors involved
need to understand who is (in)directly related to whom and what the consequences of change might/will be.
Actors need to understand how the eMobility system of systems as a whole is influencing their system and
vice versa. A reference architecture can serve as a means to provide such an understanding, as it can provide
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common vocabulary for the actors involved. This common vocabulary is needed as the eMobility ecosystem
consists of multiple interacting and interdependent systems. This is largely because of when a connector is
plugged into an electric vehicle, two large worlds collide: that of electricity and that of mobility. These used to
be different domains. The world of ‘old’ mobility was largely powered by (fossil) fuels with a lot of buffering in
demand and supply. Tank trucks carry the fuel from storage locations to gas stations, where large
(underground) tanks act as a buffer in the supply and demand chain. The world of eMobility however is
powered by electricity. Energy flows through (large) wires across the grid, and supply and demand have to be
balanced all the time. The amount of energy EVs demand from the grid is so large, you have to take EVs into
account for balancing the need between supply and demand. Both worlds thus impact each other, and an
architecture is needed to see how all the actors are involved in this.

Figure 1 COTEVOS Architecture

Based on existing architectures
The reference architecture has not been designed from scratch, as multiple architectures in the domains of
energy and eMobility already exist. ECISS wanted to provide the eMobility ecosystem with an architecture that
enables different actors from different domains (energy, mobility, etc.) to discuss at a relatively high levels of
abstraction. The amount of time needed for understanding the architecture should be relatively low, but, at
the same time, the reference architecture should be recognizable for domain experts elements as not to
confuse them.
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The architecture of the EU project “Concepts, capacities and Methods for Testing EV Systems and their
Interoperability within the Smart Grids” (COTEVOS1, 2013-2016) provided a starting point as it made a
distinction between the different actors involved and showed how the world of mobility would become
connected at both the physical and organizational level. The COTEVOS architecture (see Figure 1) has been
compared with other related concepts (standards, initiatives and fields of interest of organizations) like the
Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF2), the Open Charge Alliance (OCA3), the eMobility ICT
Interoperability Innovation (eMI34) , the Flexible power Alliance Network (FAN5), and the Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI6). See Figure 2 for a visualization of how the COTEVOS architecture is related to these different
concepts.

Figure 2 Comparison of COTEVOS architecture with related concepts

1

http://cotevos.eu/
https://www.usef.energy/
3
http://openchargealliance.org/
4
https://emi3group.com/
5
https://energiekaart.net/organisatie/flexible-power-alliance-network-fan/
6
https://ocpi-protocol.org/
2
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The 2015 report of the Expert Group 3 (EG3, 'Regulatory Recommendations for Smart Grids Deployment') of
the Smart Grids Task Force provided insight into possible relations between market roles. See Figure 3 for a
depiction of the relationships in 2015.

Figure 3 Possible relations between market roles, from the Smart Grid Task Force Grid report7

Based on the comparison of the COTEVOS architecture with other concepts and the market role relationships,
the ECISS project delivered a reference architecture (FERA) that is meant to show the relationship between the
different actors involved in the eMobility landscape.
IMPORTANT: because of the integration with the energy domain the FERA has a relationship with the Smart
Grid Architecture Model (SGAM8): they are not mutually exclusive. However, the FERA is much simpler as it is
meant to provide common vocabulary for cross domain discussions at higher level of abstractions. This
removes the need for an architectural decomposition of the eMobility ecosystem along the SGAM axis:
1. SGAM Domains: Generation, Transmission, Distribution, Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and
Customer Premises.
2. SGAM Zones: Process, Field, Station, Operation, Enterprise and Market.
3. SGAM Interoperability layers: Business, Function, Information, Communication and Component.
In the next chapter the FERA will be described in more detail, including the relationship with the SGAM
interoperability layers.

7

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/EG3%20Final%20-%20January%202015.pdf

8

ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/EN/EuropeanStandardization/HotTopics/SmartGrids/SGCG_Methodology_SGAMUserManual.pdf
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ECISS Task 1.2 Description of Information Objects
The Reference Architecture should enable actors to understand how they relate to each other in the larger Emobility and energy ecosystem. Part of this understanding is knowing what kind of information is needed by all
actors to carry out their tasks. Describing this in terms of objects has been part of task 1.2. The focus has been
on determining which kind of information need to be added or extended, when compared with the
information exchanged between parties in the most recent version of OCPI 2.2.
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Reference Architecture & Information Objects
In the previous chapter the background for the Flexible Emobility Reference Architecture (FERA) has been
described. In this chapter the FERA is described in terms of the actors/roles involved and their relationships,
also in terms of information that each actor needs to perform its task.

Notation and visualization of concepts
Before presenting the FERA itself, the reasoning behind the notation and visualization of the FERA is described.
This also allows professional ICT and/or system architects to understand how to ‘read’ the architecture.

Conceptual Model
The ECISS project defines the reference architecture to be a conceptual model that defines the structure of a
large and complex system of systems. The architecture shows the relationship between different components
of the system. As this is a high-level architecture, the different components can be (complex) systems in itself
too. The architecture presented in this document is a visual and verbal representation of the system, enabling
readers to discuss this system as a whole as well as interactions between the system components. The
emphasis is on the separation of concerns and responsibilities of the different components.
No existing Architecture Description Language (ADL) has been used for the description of the architecture
engineering. The ECISS project wants their findings to be understood by many participants in the domains of
energy and mobility and thus natural language has been used as a way to describe the different components
and relationships. This minimizes the amount of learning that has to be done in order to be able to ‘read’ the
architecture. Because no formal language has been used, it is not possible to let a computer program
‘automatically generate’ (software) system components from this architecture. As this is hardly possible at this
level of abstraction, the ECISS project considers this acceptable. Also, there is the risk of multiple
interpretations due to the ambiguity of natural language. Again, because of the goal of harmonization at a high
level, the ECISS projects considers this acceptable. Formal notation is needed for areas where the costs of
ambiguity are significantly higher, for examples communication protocols, technical descriptions of physical
connectors, etc.

Concepts
In the ECISS project model of reality there are different concepts that are related to each other. In this
subsection we describe the different categories of concepts. A suggested mapping to the SGAM is provided
also:
1. Physical system, a system that exists in reality and is physically tangible. Examples are a electric
vehicle, a charging station, a house, etc.
These systems can be found in SGAM at the Components interoperability layer of abstraction.
2. Management system, a system that exists in reality, but is less tangible. These systems take care of all
kinds of business and management processes. An example of such a process is ‘charging an electric
vehicle’. This requires the identification of a customer, the activation of the charging, administration
‘amount of energy, duration, power’, etc.
Although these systems exist in reality, they are often implemented as software systems that interact
with humans. From the outside management systems can look very similar: a building with humans
using computers to interact with ‘cloud-based services’.
The functionality of these systems can be found in SGAM at the Functions interoperability layer of
abstraction.
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3. Information Objects. An entity consisting of information related to a physical or management system
that can be exchanged by systems.
These objects can be found in SGAM at the Information interoperability layer of abstraction.
4. Communication, a set of agreements on how to communicate data/information (objects) between
different system components. There are protocols at different levels of abstraction and with different
purposes. Low level protocols are concerned with transportation or transfer of data across a physical
medium (copper, glass fiber, electromagnetic field, etc.). High level protocols are concerned with the
way systems interact (‘steps in communication’) and also the interpretation of the data/information
that is exchanged (‘communication of meaning’).
Often communication protocols are stacked on top of each other as a way to enable separation of
concerns. For example, the Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI) protocol is a high-level protocol in
human readable form. It is located on top of the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), a set of rules for
transferring data. HTTP in turn is located on top of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which is
on top of the Internet Protocol. As there are many implementations for different physical media of the
Internet Protocol (IP), the OCPI protocol can be spoken between all systems that have a connection on
the Internet, no matter what physical media are used along the communication path between the
systems. Changes in OCPI have (near) zero influence on the underlying protocols, which provides the
designers of OCPI with great flexibility with respect to the underlying communication facilities.
These agreements in the exchange of information objects can be found in SGAM at the
Communication interoperability layer of abstraction.
5. Organizational (business) entity / role. An abstract concept with no physical manifestation. It is a
entity consisting of one or (usually) more people with a particular purpose. These entities play a
specific role in the system as a whole. For example, a commercial Charging Station Operator is an
entity that operates Charging Stations in order to make a profit. The operating is done using physical
systems (e.g. Charging Station), management systems (e.g. CS Management System) and
communication protocols. Its role is to operate Charging Stations.
Business roles can be found in SGAM at the Business interoperability layer of abstraction.
6. Domain. An abstract concept with no physical manifestation. It is a group of related
physical/management systems, communication protocols and organizational entities. People working
at organizational entities in a domain often have a common understanding of (business) processes and
share expertise regarding certain topics. People working in different domains tend to have less of a
common understanding and share less.
The FERA concept of a ‘domain’ does not have a counterpart in SGAM. In SGAM the concept of a
domain relates to certain places in the chain from the generation of electricity to the consumption at
customer premises. In the FERA the concept of a domain relates to different areas of expertise or
location (energy, building, mobility, (mobile) user etc.)
The ECISS architecture is agnostic with respect to current companies, brands, etc. This means that a company
can be the owner of multiple organizational entities and can have different roles in the system. The ECISS
project has chosen to be agnostic regarding this because the commercial landscape is still in flux. Modelling
the system in a way that closely resembles the current commercial landscape, pins down the discussion about
the future of the electric vehicle charging infrastructure and market model (in the past). For example the
Smart Charging Service Provider (SCSP) from the eMobility domain might – in the future - be run by a separate
entity, but it could also be owned and operated by an Aggregator from the Energy domain who might include
the aggregation of EV energy flexibility information as part of their service provisioning.
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Visualization
In the previous subsection different conceptual categories have been described. It is now time to describe how
these different categories have been visualized. Using this description, the reader can start to understand the
visual depiction architecture in combination with the verbal description in the following sections.
•

•
•
•

•

Physical systems, management systems and domains have been visualized by a rectangle with
rounded corners. The lowest rectangles are mostly physical systems, the highest rectangles are mostly
management systems.
Information objects have not been visualized separately. They are exchanged between systems
through communication protocols.
Communication protocols have been visualized by (dashed) lines and a textual label.
Organizational (business) entities have not been visualized. Sometimes textual labels (caps, italic)
have been used to describe the relationship with certain management systems. Examples are DSO,
TSO, MSP, CSO, etc.
The (sub)systems are grouped in domains, where different parties working together often have a
common understanding of that domain. Their understandings of other domains tend to be limited and
less common.

In the next sections the different conceptual elements of the visualization will be discussed. For each
actor that has a relevant (indirect) relationship with the OCPI 2.2 protocol a table with information
needs is included. It provides a description and relationship with classes/objects/data structures in
OCPI, OCPP and sometimes eMI3. The table also briefly states if this information is missing in OCPI2.2.
If so (‘yes’, ‘partially’, ‘potentially’, etc.) then it will be covered in more detail in the next chapter
“Recommendations to OCPI from a FERA perspective”.
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Figure 4 Flexible Emobility Reference Architecture (FERA)
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User Domain
This domain contains mobile entities: the Electric Vehicles (EVs)
and humans using these EVs. The human, from now on called
‘user’, is the central actor in this architecture. This actor human
is accompanied by a smartphone with the ability to run
applications (‘apps’). Through the applications the human can
interact with all kinds of automated systems.

A user requires the following type of information in order to
make use of eMobility in an agreeable and economically
sustainable way:
label

Description

In terms of

1

Available parking space
information

Geographical and topological locations
and available timeslots

in OCPI
partially

missing
partially

Related OCPI concepts
Location object, contains a description field called parkingtype to describe the type of parking
space is available around the location of a group of EVSEs and hours to describe when the EVSEs
are opened. It contains information about the postal/visiting address and a Geolocation in terms of
a point with a latitude and longitude. Has a specific ID within the platform of a Charging Station
Operator (CSO).
EVSE object, contains a Geolocation too, with generic information about parkingrestriction, with
no specification for a specific timeslot. Has a Unique IDentifier (UID) within the platform of a CSO.
Also has a evse_id, which is compliant with the “V1.0 Electric Vehicle ICT Interface Specifications:
Part 2 Business Objects” from eMI3. See “1.3.2 Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment ID (EVSE ID)”,
which starts at page 27.
Connector object, contains an id (identifier) within an EVSE of a socket or cable and plug available
for an EV to use.
Session object, contains a start_date_time, end_date_time, evse_uid and status field. An session
object with a status field set to RESERVED makes it possible to designate a specific EVSE with a
specific UID as being reserved.
Note: The protocol used between a charging station (EVSE) and a Charge Station Management
System (CSMS) is OCPP (Open Charge Point Protocol) and not OCPI. The ability to transfer
information between a Charging Station and an user therefor also depends on the
Flexible eMobility Reference Architecture & Information Objects
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capabilities/properties of the CSMS and OCPP. In this document we refer to the OCPP 2.0.1
standard. Related parts of the OCPP specification are
•

•

The ReserveNowRequest (1.47.1.), containing an ‘expiryDateTime’ field that specifies when
the reservation expires. It does not have a start time, as it assumes the reservation is
immediately (‘now’). For predictions regarding flexibility based on the time when a user
parks at a EVSE/Connector there is the need to have an estimate on the start and end
time. Note that in OCPI there is the concept of departure_time in the ChargingPreferences.
For more details. See the information table in the description of the Building connected
EVSE component in the Building domain below.
K. SmartCharging (chapter), containing a ChargingProfile with the fields validFrom, validTo
and a ChargingSchedule. The schedules contains a startPeriod, duration and a
chargingSchedulePeriod, that in turn contains a limit for current or power (depending on
the unit of rating for the charging).

Quicklinks
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_location_object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_parkingtype_enum
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_hours_class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_geolocation_class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_evse_object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_parkingrestriction_enu
m
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#131-session-object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#114-reservation
http://emi3group.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2018/12/eMI3-standard-v1.0-Part-2.pdf
https://www.openchargealliance.org/protocols/ocpp-201/

2

Distance to and between
locations on a trip with
Time of Arrival (ToA).

Distance measurements and time
estimations in relation to locations

No

No

Related OCPI concepts
This information could potentially be derived from information Location object and EVSE object
using navigation services.
3

Offered flexibility in time

Estimations of arrival and departure at
locations at a point in time, combined
with available power throughout time.

partially

partially

Related OCPI concepts
The Connector object has a max_voltage, max_amperage and max_electric_power field. It also has
a last_updated field. For more potential options to describe minimal and maximal current/power
offerings see the information table at the Smart Charging Service Provider (SCSP).
Quicklinks
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https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_connector_obj
ect
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#132-chargingpreferencesobject
4

Time of departures at
locations

Estimations of arrival and departure at
locations at a point in time.

no

no

Based on information regarding 1,2 and 3 an estimate could be could calculated.
The numbered labels in the table above are used below in the description of the Apps component to refer to
type of information in relationship to the connections between parties. The Apps are one of the Human
Machine Interfaces (HMIs) to the entire infrastructure, next to displays at EVSEs.
In the reference architecture the User is connected to the eMobility ecosystem through architectural
components that will be described in the next subsections.

Apps
The ‘Apps’ are a subsystem that is a grouped set of applications. For the human they are the interaction
gateway with other systems.
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

MSP MS

eMobility

Interaction with management
system of eMobility Service
Provider.

An MSP application
protocol

1,3,4

31

Charging Station
MS

eMobility

Interaction with management
system of Charging Station
Operator.

A CSO application
protocol

1,3,4

32

Electric Vehicle
MS

eMobility

Interaction with management
system of OEM for electric
vehicle management.

An OEM application
protocol

1

39

Building
Consumer
Energy MS

Building

Interaction with Building
Energy Management System.

A BEMS application
protocol

1

42

Navigation MS

Navigation Interaction with Navigation
Service Provider

An NSP application
protocol.

2

41

Charge card
The ‘charge card’ is the card that is ‘released’ by the eMobility service provider
and provides a unique identification for the user towards the eMobility service
provider. It is not a system in itself, but an essential part of the charging
infrastructure.
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Electrice Vehicle (EV)
The electric vehicle is a mobile physical system. It can be located in the building domain as
well as the public domain.
If EV and the EVSE both support the protocol ISO 15118, features as Plug-and-Charge and
Smart Charging Negotiation can be activated. If not, the EV itself does not make decisions
other than ‘traditional’ motor management. The User of the EV decides on the route taken and uses an app for
navigational purposes. This app might technically be integrated into the EV, but from a FERA perspective it is
still an app. The User also decides on where the EV will be charged. This means that the EV itself does not need
any information for performing its tasks. Other than for making the technical connection at the level of a
connector.
In the reference architecture the EV is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Electric Vehicle
MS

Description

Protocol

ID

eMobility Manufacturer (OEM) manages
EV

An OEM application
protocol

2

Building EVSE

Energy

EV connects to EVSE attached
to building, e.g. a home or
office.

e.g. ISO 15118, IEC
61851

3, 4

Public EVSE

Energy

EV connects to a public EVSE,
e.g. on a parking space.

e.g. ISO 15118, IEC
61851

5

Public Domain
The public domain is shared by all actors. There is no specific or only limited ownership of (part of) this space.

Public Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE)
There are multiple types of electric vehicle service equipment in the architecture. This
type is in the public domain. It can be found next to highways or near public parking
spots.

A public EVSE requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or
function in an economically sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

1

Power (J/s) at certain points in time

Max load to generate

in OCPI

missing

yes

no

Related OCPI / OCPP concepts
The OCPP 2.0.1 standard (chapter K. SmartCharging) allows for sending ChargingProfiles with the
fields validFrom, validTo and a ChargingSchedule.
The schedules contains a startPeriod, duration and a chargingSchedulePeriod, that in turn contains a
limit for current or power (depending on the unit of rating for the charging). This information is sent
to the CPO using OCPI, also see label 3.
Quick links
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https://www.openchargealliance.org/protocols/ocpp-201/
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_charging_profiles.asciidoc#163-chargingprofile-class

2

Charge power plan/profile

Usage of energy and power (J/s) at
different points in time

Partially

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
By using the ChargingProfiles module an SCSP or MSPs can send (Smart) ChargingProfiles to a
Location/EVSE which then forwards the information using OCPP. An ActiveChargingProfile is
calculated by an EVSE that considers all factors relevant to smart charging at an EVSE, like for
example local limitations.
According to the OCPI 2.2 specification the ChargingProfile is similar to the concept of Charging
Profiles in OCPP (also see chapter K. SmartCharging of the OCPP specification). A ChargingProfile
contains a field for start_date_time, duration, charging_rate_unit (power or current),
min_charging_rate and a series of charging_profile_periods.

Figure 5 example of CPO receiving ChargingProfile from MSP or SCSP (Figure 4. Example of a SetChargingProfile from the
ChargingProfiles module)

A ChargingProfile contains a list of ChargingprofilePeriods that each have a start_period in seconds
and a charging rate limit during the profile period.
There is no geographical location in a ChargingProfile, but it can be retrieved from the location_id
field in the Session object that generated when a Session starts or is planned (as a reservation). Thus,
in theory it also seems possible to create an aggregated overview per Location of the estimated
maximum ‘consumption’ of power and/or current based on ActiveChargingProfiles and Sessions
objects. Parties who can do this are the SCSP, the CPO and the MSP, depending on who issued the
ChargingProfile and has access to the ActiveChargingProfiles. Note that a ‘reserved Session’ does not
provide a guarantee on when the charging session will begin.
Important: as the OCPI 2.2 specification states itself the “Charging Profiles set via this
[ChargingProfiles] module are no guarantee that the EV will charge with the exact given limit, it is a
maximum limit, not a target.”. Valorizing flexibility also demands being able to steer at targets, so if
an SCSP has no means to express desired targets to CSOs, the CSO will simply have to follow orders
from the SCSP; within the constraints of the DSO with respect to the grid.
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Next to the ChargingProfiles there is the ChargingPreferences object that makes it possible to tell a
CSO about charging preferences of an EV (driver) using the Sessions module. This object has the
properties departure_time and energy_need (requested amount in kWh). It also has a property
ProfileType, describing the following types:
1. CHEAP, “Driver wants to use the cheapest charging profile possible.”
2. FAST, “Driver wants his EV charged as quickly as possible and is willing to pay a premium for
this, if needed.”
3. GREEN, “Driver wants his EV charged with as much regenerative (green) energy as possible.”
4. REGULAR, “Driver does not have special preferences.”
The idea of different power levels during a session is also present in the ChargePeriod class, which is
in the CDR module. The ChargePeriod class has a field for a start_date_time and a CdrDimension that
describes the volume of a certain type of dimension consumed, measured according to the
dimension type. Examples of such types are ENERGY, MIN_POWER, MAX_POWER, all related to
power profiles.
Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_charging_profiles.asciidoc#1-chargingprofiles-module
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_charging_profiles.asciidoc#163-chargingprofile-class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_location_object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_evse_object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#131-session-object
https://www.openchargealliance.org/protocols/ocpp-201/
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#132-chargingpreferences-object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#mod_cdrs_chargingperiod_class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#mod_cdrs_cdrdimension_class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#mod_cdrs_cdrdimensiontype_enum

In the reference architecture the EVSE is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Charging Station eMobility A Charging Station Operator MS
Operator
manages the EVSE.

Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP)

1, 2

LV/MV Grid

Energy

An EVSE is connected to the grid
for electricity.

“grid”

7

Electric Vehicle

Public

An EV is connected to an EVSE
for electricity.

ISO 15118, IEC 61851

5
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Building Domain
The building domain is separates certain systems from the public space.

Building
A physical system that provides a space for living or working (e.g. ‘office’). It has a smart
meter for determining the amount of energy supplied and demanded by the building as
a whole.

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

Electric Vehicle
Service
Equipment

Home

The EVSE receives electricity from the
grid through the building.

“grid”

8

LV/MV Grid

Energy

The EVSE receives electricity through
the grid

“grid”

10

Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE)
There are multiple types of electric vehicle service equipment (EVSE) in the architecture: an EVSE connected to
a building and an EVSE connected to the grid.
Building connected
An EVSE that is connected to the grid through a building. It is ‘behind’ the smart meter of the
building. A Charging Station Management System (CSMS) takes care of management of the
EVSE in terms of system updates (e.g. ‘firmware’). See the Public EVSE for a description of the
kind of information objects it needs in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in a
economically sustainable way:
In the reference architecture the Building connected EVSE is connected to the following
architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Charging
station MS

eMobility

A CS MS manages the EVSE.

Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP)

1,2

LV/MV Grid

Energy

The EVSE receives electricity
from the grid through the
building.

“grid”

8

Electric Vehicle

Public

An EV is connect to the grid
through an EVSE.

E.g. ISO 15118, IEC
61851

3
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Directly grid connected
An EVSE that is directly connected to the grid. A Charging station Management Systems
takes care of management of the EVSE in terms of system updates (‘firmware’) and
whether or not an EV is allowed to be charge. A charge card is be used to identify a
user.

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Charging
station
Operator

eMobility

A CS MS manages the EVSE.

OPCC

1,3

LV/MV Grid

Energy

The EVSE receives electricity
directly from the grid.

“grid”

9

Electric Vehicle

Public

An EV is connect to the grid
through an EVSE.

ISO 15118, IEC 61851

4

6c

Building Energy Management System (BEMS)
A Management System that takes care of the energy supply and demand in a
building. It is used by a Building Manager.
A BEMS requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks
and/or function in an economically sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

in OCPI

missing

1

Other – than eMobility energy PV/storage/flex

Power (J/s) per resource at different
points in time.

No

No

2

Minimum load on the grid

Power (J/s) at different points in time.

No

No

3

Maximum load on the grid

Power (J/s) at different points in time.

No

No

4

Flexibility of the building

Bandwidth of potential usage of energy
and power (J/s) at different points in
time.

No

No

5

eMobility energy power
flexibility plan

Estimated usage of energy and power
(J/s) at different points in time of all the
EVSEs together in a building.

Partially

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
See label 1 and 2 from the publicly connected EVSE.
In the reference architecture the BEMS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Aggregator MS

Energy

The Aggregator takes care of the
energy needs (supply & demand)

EFI / …

1,2,3,4,5
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of the Building using a
connection with the BEMS.
Includes management of
flexibility.
Charging
station MS

eMobility

The BEMS communicates with a
Charging station MS for
information regarding energy
flexibility.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / ..

4,5

13

MV / LV MS

Energy

The MV / LV Management
System can communicate with
the BEMS for direct
management of demand of
supply.

To Be Discussed (TBD)

14

Resident /
building user.

User

A user can interact with the
BEMS through an app.

A BEMS application
protocol

42

Energy Domain
The Energy Domain contains systems that support the generation, transportation and distribution of energy
(mostly electricity).
As OCPI is not targeted at the energy market, which has its own protocols and standards, for most
management systems (and/or actors) there is no need to adapt OCPI. The information that is needed for
managing flexibility on the grid is provided by the Aggregator. The information needs from this actor do
influence what parties in the eMobility domain need to communicate. In the FERA the Smart Charging Service
Provider is responsible for providing this information to the domain of eMobility, where it can be distributed
to the parties that control the charging station and vice versa. As a consequence the Information Objects for
these parties are not explicitly listed, apart from the Aggregator.

Distributed Powerplant
A physical system with distributed entities which can (also) be located on private land
and/or buildings (e.g. consumer dwellings).

In the reference architecture the distributed powerplant is connected to the following architectural
components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

MV/LV Grid

Energy

The generated electricity flows
towards the grid at Medium or Low
Voltage.

“grid”

15

Aggregator MS

Energy

For providing information to and
from the Aggregator Management
System, who uses this for
participating on the Energy Market.

Aggregator MS application
protocol

26
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Bulk Powerplant
A physical system located as a ‘single’ entity at a specific geographical location.

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

HV Grid

Energy

The generated electricity flows
towards the grid at High Voltage.

“grid”

16

Market

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market

energy Market protocol

22

High Voltage Grid
A physical system for the transmission of electricity. It is managed by the Transmission
System Operator (TSO).

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

Bulk Powerplant

Energy

The generated electricity flows
towards the grid at High Voltage.

“grid”

16

MV/LV Grid

Energy

Electricity flows to and from the
Medium (and LV) Grids.

“grid”

17

HV Grid
Management
System

Energy

Monitoring and control
data/information to manage the HV
grid.

grid management protocol

20
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Medium / Low Voltage Grid
A physical system for the distribution of electricity. It is managed by the Distribution
System Operator (DSO).

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

Distributed
Powerplant

Energy

The generated electricity flows
towards the grid at Medium or Low
Voltage.

“grid”

15

HV Grid

Energy

Electricity flows to and from the
Medium (and LV) Grids.

“grid”

17

MV/LV Grid
Management
System

Energy

Monitoring and control
data/information to manage the
MV/LV grid.

grid management protocol

19

Building

Building

The generated electricity flows to and
from a building at Low Voltage.

“grid”

10

EVSE

Home

The EVSE receives electricity directly
from the grid.

“grid”

9

Public EVSE

Public

An EVSE is connected to the grid for
electricity.

“grid”

7

High Voltage Grid Management System
A management system for the High Voltage grid. Used by the Transmission System
Operator (TSO).

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

HV Grid

Energy

Monitoring and control
data/information to manage the HV
grid.

grid management protocol

20

Market

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market

Energy market protocol

21
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Medium/Low Voltage Grid Management System
A management system for the Medium/Low Voltage grid. Used by the Distribution
System Operator (DSO).
A DSO requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or
function in an economically sustainable way:
In the reference architecture the MV/LV Grid MS is connected to the following
architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

MV/LV Grid

Energy

Monitoring and control
data/information to manage the
MV/LV grid.

grid management protocol

19

MV / LV MS

Energy

The MV / LV Management System
can communicate with the BEMS for
direct management of demand of
supply.

To Be Discussed (TBD)

14

Charging station
Management
System

eMobility

Enables communication with the
Charging stations for reasons of grid
stability i.a.

Open Smart Charging
Protocol (OSCP)

27

Aggregator
Management
System

Energy

Enables communication with the
Aggregator MS for reasons of grid
stability i.a.

Universal Smart Energy
Framework (USEF)

25

Market

Energy

For providing information to and
from the Energy Market

Energy market protocol

23

Market (abstraction)
An abstraction of the entire system that takes care of keeping balance in supply and
demand of electricity on an open and free energy market. A place where Balance
Responsible Parties (BRPs) interact (indirectly).

Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

ID

HV Grid MS

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market.

Energy market protocol

21

Bulk Power
Plant

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market.

energy Market protocol

22

LV Grid MS

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market.

Energy market protocol

23

Aggregator MS

Energy

For providing information to and from
the Energy Market.

‘energy market protocol’

24
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Aggregator Management System
A management system for an Aggregator. This is an actor that provides energy
(flexibility) services to other parties. This includes combining the supply and demand of
smaller actors on the energy market, like for example parties wanting to offer flexibility
in charging to the energy market.
An aggregator requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in an
economically sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

1

an abstract grid topology at different
points in time. The level of detail /
resolution of the depends on the
geographical/topological scale (city,
region, etc.) of balancing and peak
shaving in order to protect the grid from
overloading.

Electrical energy flexibility
available from perspective
of supply/demand balance
on the grid

in OCPI

missing

no

no

Related OCPI concepts
From the perspective of the Aggregator this information comes from two sides. First there is the
energy domain that sets the boundaries on the grid given the behavior of other parties (on the
energy market). This is beyond the scope of OCPI.
Secondly there is the maximum and current power usage of parties in the eMobility domain that are
connected to this Aggregator through a Smart Charging Service Provider (SCSP). See the information
table at the description of the SCSP for more details on how it might use OCPI to retrieve this
information from the eMobility domain.
2

Planned use of flexibility in
electrical energy from
eMobility domain

a grid topology at different points in
time, resolution depends on scale.

no

no

Related OCPI concepts
An SCSP can provide an estimate to an Aggregator of the planned use of flexibility using information
on reservations, preferred charging profiles, etc. See the information table at the description of the
SCSP for more details on how it might use OCPI to retrieve this information from the eMobility
domain.

In the reference architecture the Aggregator MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Market

Energy

For providing information to and
from the Energy Market.

‘energy market
protocol’

MV/LV Grid MS

Energy

Enables communication with the
Aggregator MS for reasons of
grid stability i.a.

Universal Smart Energy
Framework (USEF)

1

25

Distributed
Powerplant

Energy

For providing information to and
from the Aggregator
Management System, who uses

Aggregator MS
application protocol

1

26
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this for participating on the
Energy Market.
Building Energy
MS

Building

The Aggregator takes care of the
energy needs (supply & demand)
of the Building using a
connection with the BEMS.
Includes management of
flexibility.

EFI / …

2

12

Smart Charging
MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility
of energy usage in the Emobility
domain.

EFI / …

2

28

eMobility Domain
This domain contains the actors involved in the provisioning of eMobility Services.

Smart Charging Service Provider Management System
A management system that takes care of the processes involved in the aggregation,
conversion, translation, etc. of data/information on energy usage in eMobility for the
Aggregators. Used by e.g. a Smart Charging Service Provider (SCSP).
An SCSP requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or
function in an economically sustainable way:
label

Description

In terms of

in OCPI

missing

1

Electrical energy flexibility
available from perspective
of supply/demand balance

an abstract grid
topology at different
points in time,
resolution depends on
scale, includes pricing
information

partially

partially

Related OCPI concepts
From the perspective of the SCSP this information comes from two sides. First there is the
Aggregator that sets the boundaries given the behavior of other parties (on the energy market).
The SCSP needs the information to determine what parties have what kind of flexibility at which
location on, this has a relationship with the grid. A intricated description of the grid is not
necessary, but there is a relationship between balance and the physical connection to the grid.
This currently seems beyond the scope of OCPI.
Secondly there is the current and maximum power usage of parties in the eMobility domain that
are connected to the SCSP. Using OCPI it is possible to send reservations to a CSO, which can use
OCPP to set maximum current or power levels during a certain period (see ‘parking space’ in the
information table at the description in the User Domain). Another way of setting limits is using
ChargingProfiles (see label 2 in the information needs table of the public EVSE for more info).
However, both options do not provide a SCSP with information on the current and actual power
usage that is (also) needed to provide an overview of the current and past consumption of
power/current by EVs through the CSOs/EVSEs. Information on the actual power usage might be
Flexible eMobility Reference Architecture & Information Objects
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found in the CDR object from OCPI. There is only one Charge Detail Record (CDR) per charging
Session but like the Session object, it can have more than one ChargingPeriod that has a
start_date_time and multiple CdRDimensions like average charging current, total amount of
energy discharged, max/min current, max/min power, etc.
Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#131-cdr-object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#131-session-object
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#146-chargingperiod-class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#mod_cdrs_cdrdimension_class
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_locations.asciidoc#mod_locations_connector_obj
ect
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_sessions.asciidoc#132-chargingpreferencesobject
2

Planned use of flexibility in
electrical energy

a grid topology at
different points in
time, resolution
depends on scale.

partially

partially

Related OCPI concepts
See the objects described at label 1.

In the reference architecture the Smart Charging MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Aggregator MS

Energy

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility of
energy usage in the Emobility
domain.

EFI / …

1

28

Charging
station MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility of
energy usage in the eMobility
domain.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / …

2

29

eMobility
Service
Provider MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility of
energy usage in the eMobility
domain.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / …

2

30

Electric Vehicle
MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility of
energy usage of the electric
vehicle.

… / Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

2

31
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Charging Station Management System
A management system that takes care of the processes involved with ‘Charging
Stations’ (i.e. EVSE locations). Used by a Charging Station Operator (CSO). Through its
connected EVSEs it can charge EVs of Users that have a contract with an MSPs and/or
EVs that want to carry out a so-called Ad Hoc transaction (see ECISS Deliverable 3.2
on price transparency). Smart Charging is controlled by the Smart Charging MS of the
SCSP . An SCSP has the means to valorize flexibility in charging. This can also be done
at the request of the CSO. In order to protect the grid (e.g. from overloading) there is
also a connection to a MV/LV grid MS from a Distribution System Operator (DSO). Note: an EV can request
Smart Charging through ISO15118.
A CSO requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in a economically
sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

1

Maximum (allowable) power demand of
EVSE (J/s) at points in time.

Maximum load on Charging
Station.

in OCPI

missing

yes

no

yes

no

Related OCPI concepts
See label 1 of the Public Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE)
2

Minimum charging speed
and total (required) amount
of energy of an EV

Minimum power demand EVSE (J/s) and
total amount (J).

Related OCPI concepts
Available in OCPI, see label 2 of the information table at Public Electric Vehicle Service Equipment
(EVSE).
3

Pricing of available energy
(on the grid) through time

Power (J/s) in relation to monetary units
at different points in time at locations

No

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
Although OCPI has a Tariffs module, it is designed to provide MSPs with information about the tariffs
used by the CSO. Not for information on differentiated pricing due to financial flexibility incentives on
the grid. It might be used for this, once it has been included in the Use Cases for the SCSP in a new
version of OCPI.
Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_tariffs.asciidoc#131-tariff-object
4

Allowed/prescribed use of
flexibility in electrical energy

Power usage at different points in time,
resolution depends on scale.

Partially

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
OCPI has the concept of maximum amounts of energy that can transferred in time per EV, but that is
not exactly the same as flexibility on an EVSE location. Also label 2 of the information table at Public
Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE).
5

Charge power plan per EV

A profile of power/current demands
throughout time
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Related OCPI concepts
See label 2 of the information object need at Public Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE).
6

Current and/or power
consumption of EVs

Consumption of current and/or power
throughout time per EVSE/EV in the past.

No

no

Related OCPI concepts
Retrieving this kind of information is done with OCPP, as it is CSO to EVSE messaging.
7

Contract with EV User

Authenticated identity and authorization
of usage of charging services.

Yes

no

Related OCPI concepts
The Token object contains a field contract_id, that uniquely identifies the EV Driver contract token
within the platform of an MSP.
Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_tokens.asciidoc#132-token-object

In the reference architecture the Charging Station MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains

ID

Smart Charge
MS

eMobility

For exchanging
data/information with a Smart
Charging Service Provider
(SCSP) on the flexibility of
energy usage in the eMobility
domain.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / ..

1,2,3,4,5,7

29

MV/LV Grid MS

eMobility

Enables communication with
the Charging Stations for
reasons of grid stability i.a.

Open Smart Charging
Protocol (OSCP)

1

27

Building Energy
MS

eMobility

The BEMS communicates with
a Charging Station MS for
information regarding energy
flexibility.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / ..

1,2,3,4,5

13

Apps

User

Interaction with Charging
Station Operator

A CSO application
protocol

1,2,3,4,5,6

32

Public EVSE

Public

A Charging Station Operator
MS manages the EVSE.

Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP)

1,2,3,4,5,6

6a

Building
connected
EVSE

Building

A Charging Station Operator
MS manages the EVSE.

Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP)

1,2,3,4,5,6

6b

Direct grid
connected
EVSE

Building

A Charging Station Operator
MS manages the EVSE.

Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP)

1,2,3,4,5,6

6c
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National Access eMobility
Point

For providing data/information
on Charging Stations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1,2,3,4

33

RSP
Management
System

eMobility

For exchanging
data/information on the usage
of EVSEs on charging locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

Out of
scope

34

eMobility
Service
Provider MS

eMobility

For exchanging
data/information on the usage
of EVSEs on charging locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 35

eMobility Service Provider Management System
A management system that takes care of the processes involved in eMobility service
provisioning. Used by an eMobility Service Provider (MSP).

An MSP requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in a economically
sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

1

Authenticated identity and authorization
of usage of charging services.

Contract with EV User

in OCPI

missing

Yes

no

Yes

no

Related OCPI concepts
See label 7 in information table Charging Station Management System.
3

Tariffs of CSO

Tariff components per rating unit in time

Related OCPI concepts
Using the Tariffs module an MSP can get information about the tariffs used by the CSO.
Quick Links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_tariffs.asciidoc#131-tariff-object
4

Charge Detail Records (CDRs)
for contract transactions

Consumption of power throughout time
per EVSE/EV

yes

no

Related OCPI concepts
Using the CDR object it is possible for the CSO to provide CDRs related to contracts
Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#131-cdr-object
5

Flexibility in electricity

Consumption of power throughout time
per EVSE/EV

partially

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
Using the ChargingProfiles object it is possible to partially communicate flexibility related
information to an MSP from an SCSP. As described in label 1 of the information table of the Charging
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Station Management System, this is information about limits. Not about minimum usage or a
guarantee.

Figure 6 Example of a SetChargingProfile via an MSP in the ChargingProfiles module in the OCPI 2.2 specification (figure 5)

Quick links
https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#131-cdr-object

In the reference architecture the MSP MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Smart Charging
MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP) on the flexibility
of energy usage in the eMobility
domain.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI) / ..

1,3,4

30

Apps

User

Interaction with management
system of eMobility Service
Provider.

An MSP application
protocol

1,3

31

Charging
Station MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
on the usage of EVSEs on
charging locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1,3

35

RSP MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
on eMobility roaming.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1

37
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Roaming Service Provider
A system that manages the processes for a Roaming Service Provider (RSP) in
eMobility service provisioning.
A RSP requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks
and/or function in an economically sustainable way:

label Description

In terms of

1

Authenticated identity and authorization
of usage of charging services.

Contract with EV User

in OCPI

missing

yes

No

yes

no

See label 7 in information table Charging Station Management System.
2

CDRs

Summarizing and finalizing the charging
session and form the base for the invoice.

See label 4 of the eMobility Service Provider Management System (MSP MS).
In the reference architecture the RSP MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

MSP

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
on eMobility roaming.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

Charging
Station MS

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
on the usage of EVSEs on
charging locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

37
1

34

National Access Point Management System
A system that manages process for central national system for access information on
EVSE. Contains information on identification, location, availability and pricing. Used
by the National Access Point (NAP). With respect to price transparency also see ECISS
Deliverable 3.2.
A NAP requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or
function in an economically sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

1

Geographical and topological coordinates

Location of EVSEs

in OCPI

missing

yes

no

partially

potentially

Related OCPI concepts
See label 1 in the information table of the User domain
2

Pricing information (also for
energy flexibility)

Power (J/s) in relation to monetary units
at EVSEs at Locations at certain points in
time

Related OCPI concepts
Although the current OCPI 2.2. specifications mention the role of the NAP, it does not explicitly
mention the NAP as a party to send tariff information too.
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In the reference architecture the NAP MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Charging
Station MS

eMobility

For providing data/information
on EVSEs and/or charging
locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1,2

33

Navigation MS

Navigation For providing data/information
on EVSEs and/or charging
locations.

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

1

38

EV Management System
A management system of an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) that takes care
of the processes involved in the management of an Electric Vehicle (by an OEM). It can
be a remote system that carries out management tasks based on information it
retrieves from the EV using wireless communication. It can also send information to
the EV that it can use to increase performance. OEMs might want to offer flexibility of
EVs to the electricity market. In the FERA this is moddeled as an interface to the SCSP,
using a new protocol or potentially a new version of the OCPI protocol. Whether the latter will take place is
not clear yet. An EV MS requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in
an economically sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

in OCPI

Missing

1

Battery Degradation

Charge time and action radius in
relationship to remaining charge.

no

no

2

Navigation information

Planned/desired geographical and
topological coordinates.

no

no

3

User preferences

EV driver wishes/commands

no

no

In the reference architecture the EV MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Apps

User

For interaction with the user of
an electric vehicle.

OEM application
protocol

3

39

Electric Vehicle

Public

For communicating
data/information relevant to the
management of the electric
vehicle.

OEM application
protocol

1

2

Navigation MS

Navigation For exchanging data/information
relevant to navigation services.

Navigation Service
Provider (NSP)
application protocol

2

40

SCSP

eMobility

… / Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)

For exchanging data/information
with a Smart Charging Service
Provider (SCSP)

31

on the flexibility of energy usage
of the electric vehicle.
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Navigation Services Domain
This domain contains the actors involved in the provisioning of Navigation Services to drivers

Navigation Management System
A management system that takes care of the processes involved in the provisioning of
navigation services from a Navigation Service Provider (NSP).

An NSP requires the following type of information in order to fulfill its tasks and/or function in an economically
sustainable way:
label Description

In terms of

in OCPI

missing

1

Trip

Planned/desired geographical and
topological coordinates.

No

no

2

Location of EVSEs

Geographical and topological coordinates

yes

no

Related OCPI concepts
See label 1 in the information table of the User domain

In the reference architecture the Navigation MS is connected to the following architectural components:
Connected to

Domain

Description

Protocol

Contains ID

Apps

User

For (in)direct interaction with a
user for navigation services.

NSP application
protocol

1

Electric Vehicle
MS

eMobility

For exchange of
data/information regarding the
management of an electric
vehicle.

NSP application
protocol

CSO

eMobility

For exchanging data/information
relevant to navigation services
on the location of EVSEs

Open Charge Point
Interface (OCPI)
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Suggestions and recommendations towards OCPI
In the previous chapter the Flexible Emobility Reference Architecture (FERA) has been described. For several
components, the need for information was described, including the relationship with OCPI. In this chapter the
project provides suggestions and recommendations towards OCPI in terms of the presence in and addition of
information (objects) to add to OCPI for an improved eMobility ecosystem.

Comparison of OCPI and FERA roles.
Before describing the suggested information (objects) to exchange, a quick comparison of terminology used by
the OCPI standard and the FERA. They are not exactly the same, even though there is overlap. In order to
understand the relationship between the two in terms of that terminology, the project first provides a
comparison of roles in the table below.
Table 1 On the left EV Charging Market Roles used in OCPI v2.2, on the right corresponding FERA Roles. Based on
https://gitRSP.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/terminology.asciidoc, 2020/01/14)

OCPI
Description

ECISS FERA
Acronym Acronym Description
FERA eMobility domain

No similar role

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer:
designs, builds and (sometimes) manages
Electric Vehicles.

CPO

CSO

Charging Station Operator:
responsible for the technical and
administrative management of Charging
Stations.

e-Mobility Service Provider: provides EV
drivers access to charging services.
Includes the creation of Smart Charging
profiles for EVs at an EVSE that set
maximum limits of energy usage, which
can be sent to an CPO.

MSP

MSP

eMobility Service Provider:
supplies contracts to consumers for EVrelated services

Can connect one or more CPOs to one or
more MSPs.

Hub

RSP

Roaming Service Provider:
provides services that enable EV-drivers
to roam across different CPOs.

See: Hub

Roaming
Hub

RSP

An RSP provides roaming services.

National Access Point: Provides a
national Database with all (public)
Charging Locations, information can be
sent and retrieved from the NAP (that
makes it different from a typical NSP).

NAP

NAP

Idem as OCPI

Smart Charging Service Provider:
Includes the creation of Smart Charging
profiles for EVs at an EVSE that set

SCSP

SCSP

Smart Charging Service Provider:
Information gateway between
aggregators from energy domain and
parties from the eMobility domain, as a
way to manage information flows

Charging Point Operator:
operates a network of Charge Points.
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maximum limits of energy usage, , which
can be sent to an CPO.

needed for the valorization of flexibility
in energy supply and demand.
FERA Navigation domain

Navigation Service Provider:

NSP

NSP

Provides EV drivers with location
information of Charge Points.

Navigation Service Provider: provides
navigation information to EV drivers. This
can include location information of
charge points.

FERA Energy domain
No similar role

TSO

Transmission System Operator:
responsible for design, operation and
maintenance of the High Voltage grid.

No similar role

DSO

Distribution System Operator:
responsible for design, operation and
maintenance of the Medium and Low
Voltage grid.

No similar role

EG

Electricity Generator: provides electricity
to the grid, either through a centralized
(bulk) or distributed powerplant.

No similar role

EM

Electricity Market: abstract collection of
markets that together provide a
commercial approach to maintain
balance between demand and supply of
electricity on the grid.

No similar role

AGR

AGgRegator: combines supply and
demand of parties that trade in lower
volumes and cannot therefor be
responsible for balance.

The absence of market roles in the Energy Domain in OCPI is explained by the fact that OCPI was never
developed with communication between the Energy domain and the eMobility in mind. Also, in the current
FERA from ECISS the eMobility world parties from both implicitly exchange information through the Smart
Charging Service Provider (SCSP). This party does not use OCPI to exchange information with an Aggregator
from the Energy domain. The reason that FERA does include the Energy domain, is because this domain will
greatly influence the eMobility domain with respect to the availability of electricity in relation to the demand.
For example, the local capabilities of the electricity grid determine the maximum amount of power that can be
transported/distributed. The more dynamic the supply will become, the more influence aspects like grid
topology, capabilities and geographic location will have on the EV charging infrastructure capabilities.

Enrichment of information already exchanged
Even though OCPI already contains information for exchanging relevant information between parties in the
eMobility ecosystem, there seems to be room for improvement with respect to (the commercial valorization
of) energy flexibility. In this section the project uses the observations in the previous chapter with respect to
OCPI to discuss more generic issues and come up with suggestions and recommendations for enriching OCPI.
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Estimate on arrival of EVs and energy needs
Currently OCPI does not seem to contain an explicit way to let parties communicate about and estimated point
in time when an EV with certain energy needs will arrive at an EVSE / Charge Point for charging.
Although it will probably be difficult to provide a guarantee on this point in time for the User of an EV, the
information would increase the ability of SCSPs, MSPs and CSOs to make estimates of electricity usage
throughout time and thus the amount of flexibility. Also, it would enable Users of EVs to find out if electricity is
available according to their temporal and financial preferences at a certain point in time (e.g. fast charging).
The two potential candidates for sharing that information are the Session Object and the ChargingProfile and
they both do not seem adequate enough.
Although an EV User can make a reservation that - in the OCPI 2.2 standard - results in a CPO generating a
Session object, its start_date_time field is meant for registering the timestamp when a charging session
became ACTIVE in a Charge Point. So, it cannot be used for an estimate of time of arrival. There is another field
called charging_periods, which is an ‘optional list of Charging Periods that can be used to calculate and verify
the total cost.’. It seems to be meant for the domain of registration of usage and not as a way to share
information about the arrival of an EV or any future energy usage. Also note that the amount of CSOs that
support the ability to reserve is limited due to its complexity.
The ChargingProfile class also has a start_date_time field and a series of ChargingProfilePeriod with limits on
energy usage aspects in time. However, this information is generated by an SCSP or MSP, and has not been
designed to support reservations at a specific EVSE at a specific Location. Unless SCSP or MSP are provided
with an estimation on the arrival of the EV, they cannot tell anyone else about the estimation.

Energy management and flexibility at (grid) locations
In the OCPI models SCSPs and MSPs set restrictions on the usage of electricity by sending ChargingProfiles to
CPOs, which are an addition to the local restrictions from a DSO. In practice this means that the CPO has
relatively little room to valorize energy flexibility for a specific location as the SCSPs and MSPs generate the
ChargingProfiles. From the FERA perspective, this means that SCSPs are responsible for providing aggregators
with information about the location of (future/planned) energy flow in order to valorize flexibility. There is a
huge difference in the local, regional or national balancing of supply and demand. For example, a surplus of
energy in one city cannot simply be distributed to a street with multiple EVs in another city, just because they
match at the level of ‘total Watts involved’. The grid topology also comes into play. If the SCSP and MSP do not
consider the grid restrictions, their plans might have to be overridden continuously by the DSO from the
perspective of grid protection.
Currently, in OCPI 2.2 there are no temporal/chronological profiles to describe the flexibility of energy usage of
locations. However, in OCPI 2.2, it seems theoretically possible to make an (relatively rough) estimate of (past,
current and planned/future) electricity usage at a location by carrying out an analysis of Session objects owned
by CPOs. Through this shared (information) object of the CPO it is possible to find out where EVSEs are located
by using the location_id and evse_id fields and feeding them to the Location module that in turn provides
Location and EVSE objects with postal addresses and geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude). Note that
this will remain an estimation, as information on planned consumption is not available when using OCPI 2.2
Also, from this perspective, future versions of OCPI will also need to take in account the potential rise of
ISO15118 which relates to control over power delivery.

Building Energy Management System interaction
If an EVSE is attached to an ‘in-building’ electricity network, EV charging will influence the total power
consumption of the building. If the EVSE is managed by a CSO that has been contracted by the building
manager/owner to do so, there might be overlap in ‘flexibility space’ with a Building Energy Management
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System (BEMS). For example, who ‘owns’ the flexibility the car can offer? Is this the SCSP or MSP related to the
EV driver that valorize flexibility on a larger grid level, or is this the building where the EVSE is located? And if
it’s the building, how does the BEMS of the building send ChargingProfiles to the EVs? Should the BEMS
become a special kind of SCSP? Or should the BEMS consider the EVSEs in the building to be inflexible and
‘simply’ deal with the results of what another SCSP and/or MSP decide? Or should CSOs never manage inbuilding EVSEs? By explicitly stating how to deal with this in the OCPI standard, future OCPIs versions can
remove this uncertainty with respect to information sharing. When designing the next version, the OCPP and
IEC 63110 standards also have to be taken into account, as they also are related to these issues.

OEM advised charging profiles
Flexibility in charging may come at a price for EVs if they are charged differently than OEMs prescribe from the
perspective of battery lifetime. Currently OCPI 2.2 seems to have no explicit way to tell an MSP or SCSP about
these protocols. Using the ChargingPreferences in a Session object it is possible to refer to ‘course’ profiles
during a reservation or at the start of a charging session:
1)
2)
3)
4)

CHEAP, Driver wants to use the cheapest charging profile possible.
FAST, Driver wants his EV charged as quickly as possible and is willing to pay a premium for this, if
needed.
GREEN, Driver wants his EV charged with as much regenerative (green) energy as possible.
REGULAR, Driver does not have special preferences

These course types cannot directly be matched to a preferred charging profile of an OEM. However, even if
there would be less course and more detailed charging profiles, there seems to be no way a CSO can tell an
MSP or SCSP using OCPI 2.2 about what specific type of an EV wants to charge, unless there is a one to one
relationship between an EV and the CdrToken9 of the Session Object and the MSP and/or SCSP have access to
the OEM advised Charging Profiles of that EV. With the arrival of ISO15118 this would not be an issue if the EV
is in contact with EVSE. However, this standard does not yet seem provide a way to tell an SCSP (several hours)
in advance about a specific charging profile. If OCPI will be used for communication between SCSP and OEMS,
it needs to be discussed if this will be included.

Location transparency in dynamic pricing for valorizing flexibility
While OCPI has not been primarily designed to valorize flexibility in energy consumption, the project spent
some time reflecting about a potential future relationship between OCPI and influencing the behavior of Users
of EVs by dynamic pricing. The outcome of that reflection is that the current OCPI model seems to be
influencing which party can offer what kind of dynamic pricing in what way. That CSOs differ from MSPs can be
seen using the following example where there is a location that is expected to be near a ‘forced’ surplus of
electricity for a few hours (e.g. strong winds, lots of sun, sudden drop in consumption elsewhere, etc.). The
parties that generate/supply the electricity generating are in need of a higher demand. One way of attracting
customers is lowering prices. Another example is to ‘scare away’ customers by increasing prices in case of
lower supply of energy. This only works if this information is able to reach the Users of EVs fast enough.
The extent to which location-based dynamic pricing is allowed depends on regulatory frameworks. Also see
the ECISS deliverable D3.2 on Price Transparency.
Depending on the role in OCPI there are different ways to set prices per location:
•

9

A CPO can update its pricing for a specific location in the Ad Hoc payment model, where the User of an
EV does not pay based on a contract with an MSP, but directly to the CSO. In OCPI a specific tariff can
be linked to a Connector on an EVSE by a tariff_id. When the CSO updates its Ad Hoc prices at a certain

https://github.com/ocpi/ocpi/blob/master/mod_cdrs.asciidoc#mod_cdrs_cdr_token_object
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location, it can inform MSPs and the NAP by using the Tariffs module (if they implemented it) by
sending an update all tariffs with ‘IDs’ matching that location.

•

•

Note that the more dynamic the pricing, the larger the amounts of updates that have to be distributed
across the ecosystem. As missing pricing updates can result in disputes afterwards, increasing the
amount of updating can result in more disputes if the communication infrastructure is flawed.
An MSP can change prices for a location too, by using the Locations module of each CPO it has
contracts with. Each Location has a list of EVSEs and each EVSE has a list of Connectors. As the
(charging) Session object contains a location_id, evse_uid and connector_id the MSP has the ability to
compose a price.
An SCSP cannot set tariffs or present prices using OCPI.

While both CPOs and MSPs could provide this information on a website that is continuously updated, it might
be useful for a CPO to get notified automatically by an MSP that it has reducing pricing for a certain location in
advance so the CPO knows it might expect more traffic.
Note that although the current OCPI 2.2. specifications mention the role of the NAP, it does not explicitly
mention the NAP as a party to send tariff information too.
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